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INTRODUCTION
he legal protection of traditional knowledge (TK) - the know-how,
skills and practices of indigenous and local communities - has recently
become a focus of dialogue and scholarship at national and
international stages. Many of the discussions revolve around the relationship
of intellectual property laws to TK. Intellectual property (IP) laws protect
scientific and artistic creations. Patent laws in particular give exclusive rights
over new (novel), inventive (non-obvious) and useful knowledge.
Consequently, new 'modern knowledge' is protected through legal
intervention that provides limited artificial monopolies while TK is
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considered to be 'old knowledge' that fails to meet the requirements of patent
laws such as novelty and non-obviousness. TK was considered to be in the
public domain free for anyone to use. However, there is a growing body of
scholarship which argues that innovation and knowledge production does
take place within traditional settings and that legal protection is required to
conserve this valuable body of knowledge.' While such arguments have
mainly used approaches based on distributive justice and equity, this paper
examines the issues of economic efficiency involved in the protection of TK.
Such approach has the potential to strengthen existing approaches by
speaking to stakeholders that may prioritize economic efficiency concerns
over equity and justice, including major firms that conduct bioprospecting
projects.
The leading discussion on the protection of TK is taking place in the
international arena. Therefore a discussion of TK protection would not be
complete without mentioning international progress on the topic. Although a
number of international instruments discuss TK protection, the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) has become the main
international agency that has become a forum for dialogue. In the year 2000
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) established the
Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore (IGC) in response to calls
from member countries for the creation of an international forum for
deliberation on the topics.2 After over a decade of negotiations, delegates in
the IGC have managed to produce a draft instrument on the protection of
TK.3 However, many aspects of the instrument remain controversial and have
given rise to a divide between developed countries of the Global North and
developing countries in the Global South. The meaning of protection, scope
of rights and remedies are among the controversial provisions of the draft
instrument. The protection of TK has also been discussed under the
framework of the Convention on Biodiversity4 and the United Nations

'Andrea Zappalaglio, TraditionalKnowledge: Emergence and History of the Concept at International Level, SSRN
Scholarly Paper ID 2554132 (Rochester, NY: Social Science Research Network, 2013).
2 WIPO General Assembly, 26' (1 2 Extraordinary) Sess, Matters Concerning the Intergovernmental Committee
on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, TraditionalKnowledge and Folklore (IGC), WO/GA/26/6 (2000).
3 WIPO Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional
Knowledge and Folklore, The Protection of Traditional Knowledge: Draft Articles, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/28/5,
28' Sess (2014) [Draft Articles].
' Convention on Biological Diversity, United Nations Environment Program, 5 June 1992 1760 UNTS 79
[CBD].
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Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People. 5 Countries with significant
presence of indigenous and local communities, including Canada, have been
active in these international dialogues.
Despite the debate regarding the nature and scope for legal
intervention, TK is recognized by most to be a highly valuable source of
information. Although this paper considers the use of TK in modern
medicine, TK is used in many areas of modern life including in agriculture
and environmental conservation practices. In modern medicine, traditional
medicinal knowledge has proved to be a valuable predictive tool in
bioprospecting projects - the R&D efforts conducted on biological resources
to discover new drugs. Although a detailed discussion of the role traditional
medicinal knowledge plays in modern medicine is outside the scope of this
paper, it is worth mentioning that scientists have proved the strong
'predictive' power of the body of knowledge 6 and its role in reducing the time
7
and resources needed to develop new drugs and treatments.
A core question here is should TK be protected? While critics argue
that TK should not receive legal protection 8 and should remain in the public
domain, proponents claim that there is incremental and communal
innovation that takes place in traditional settings that should receive
protection. 9 One major argument that proponents of protection use is the
need to encourage cultural conservation and preservation through the grant
of exclusive rights (the cultural conservationist argument). The goal under
such approach is to provide legal protection so as to keep cultures as
authentic as possible. This paper argues that the need to keep cultures as
authentic as possible should not be the rationale for TK protection because
cultures have been and will continue to be in a state of diffusion. Instead of
preserving cultures in the same state as they are found, they should be allowed
5 UNGA, United Nations Declarationon the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) 61st Sess, Supp No 53
(A/61/53) at part 1, ch II, s A [UNDRIP].
6 C Haris Saslis-Lagoudakis et al, "Phylogenies Reveal Predictive Power of Traditional Medicine in
Bioprospecting" (2012) 109:39 Proceedings of the NationalAcademy of Sciences of the United States of
America 15835 at 15836.
' Michael Balick, "Ethnobotany and the Identification of Therapeutic Agents from the Rainforest" in D J
Chadwick & J Marsh, eds, Bioact Compd Plants (New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons, 1990) 22 at 30. See
also Daniel S Fabricant & Norman R Farnsworth, "The Value of Plants Used in Traditional Medicine for
Drug Discovery" (2001) 109:1 (Supp 1) Environmental Health Perspectives Supplements 69 at 72.
'Jim Chen, "There's No Such Thing as Biopiracy ...and It's a Good Thing Too" (2006) 37:1 McGeorge
Law Rev 1 at 25.
9Nuno Pires de Carvalho, "From the Shaman's Hut to the Patent Office: A Road Under Construction" in
Charles R McManis, ed, Biodiversity and the Law: Intellectual Property, Biotechnology and Traditional Knowledge
(London: Earthscan, 2007) at 242.
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to change and diffuse with each other. However, in such process of change
and diffusion, documenting TK to save it from loss should be an urgent
priority. The documentation of TK is necessary to save this highly valuable
knowledge from the alarming rate of loss it faces. Documentation will save
the TK so that it can be accessed by future members of the community or by
outsiders. Not only is the cultural conservationist approach partly misguided,
it is also a larger project that will take a considerable amount of time. As such
it will not be able to meet the urgent need to save TK from loss.
Therefore, this paper is a call for a shift from cultural conservation to
knowledge codification as a major rationale for the protection of traditional
knowledge. It uses an economic analysis of law approach to propose an
'incentive to codify' justification distinguished from the currently dominant
'incentive to conserve' justification for the protection of TK. The core point
of the argument is that the incentive required in the case of TK is not for
conservation of lifestyle as stated under the conservationist argument, but for
codification of the knowledge. It argues that a carefully crafted legal
protection for codified TK will encourage its systemic documentation and
save this highly valuable body of knowledge from the alarming rate of loss it is
faced with.
As stated earlier, TK is highly valuable both inherently and as, for
instance, an input in modern medicinal knowledge. As a result, researchers
have increasingly looked to access TK in their projects in order to save time
and cost of producing drugs and treatments; and to make regulatory processes
less stringent. 0 However, because of negative past experiences of, for instance,
"biopiracy" i.e. the patenting of inventions by using traditional knowledge
without authorization or without attributing the source community or
sharing resulting profits; and the use of cultural expression in offending ways,
knowledge holding communities and their governments have been hesitant to
grant access to TK. On the other side, researchers have been hesitant to access
TK because of the potential for public outcry in response to biopiracy and
unauthorized/offending uses. These protectionist trends benefit neither the
knowledge holding community or knowledge users. Knowledge holding
communities face socio-economic and political pressures and some face the
risk of extinction. The knowledge that such communities hold will diminish
or disappear with such communities. TK loss is also harmful for users. If the
" It is generally understood in the biopharmaceutical industry that a compound that has been used
traditionally faces less stringent regulatory approval process than an alien compound the effects of which
have yet to be seen.
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alarming rate of TK loss is not restrained, then knowledge users miss the
potential of building on such knowledge, for example, to easily discover drugs
and treatments.
Because of the rapid rate of TK loss, the codification and disclosure
of such knowledge is of urgent importance. However, codifying TK would
mean loss of control over the knowledge; making it a more perfect public
good i.e. increasing the inappropriability problem.11
Additionally,
codification and disclosure of TK would require substantial investment. If TK
is to be codified, knowledge providers would require a system that guarantees
a level of control over TK after it is codified and a share of the profit that are
made from such codification. Thus, there seems to be an economic efficiency
rationale for government intervention in order to solve a potential undersupply of TK. Such intervention could be justified on the grounds that there
is a need to incentivize knowledge codification and disclosure.
Jim Chen - one of the most vocal critics of TK protection posited "the harsh reality is that there is no economically justifiable reason for
protecting [TK] as property.' 2 As will be outlined in this paper, the need for
'incentives to codify and disclose' TK is a strong economic rationale for
protecting it. The potential market failure for TK points to the need for
intervention.
In order to support the claim for the 'incentive to codify'
justification, TK is analyzed as a global public good with non-rivalrous and
non-excludable features and subject to market failure. By non-rivalrous, what
is meant is that TK as any other information good could be consumed
without reducing the ability of another person to consume it. Nonexcludability refers to the inability of the knowledge holder to exclude the
user from using the knowledge once it has been shared. Because of this
inability to exclude users, TK faces a potential market failure in that
knowledge holders will have reduced incentive to codify and make it
accessible. Modern knowledge faces the same risks, however, the legal
protection provided through the mechanisms of patent law correct such
market failure.
" Peter Drahos, "The Regulation of Public Goods" in Jerome H Reichman & Keith E Maskus, eds,
International Public Goods and Transfer of Technology: Under a Globalized Intellectual Property Regime
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005) 46 at 54.The lower the cost of copying the higher the
inappropriability problem of a public good. The invention of the printer which lowered the costs
of
copying isseen asa core incident giving rise to the need for copyright protection of writings. See Richard A
Posner "Intellectual Property Law: The Law and Economics Approach" (2005) 19:2 Journal of Economic
Perspectives 57 at 66.
12 Chen, supra note 8
at 22.
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Patent law is a major legal tool through which the production, use and
dissemination of modern knowledge is governed. As defined below, TK is
know-how at its core, making it similar to the subject matter of protection
under patent laws. As such, an analogy is also made to patent laws and the
implication of such legal intervention on the codification of modern
knowledge.
I.

DEFINING TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE

The definition of traditional knowledge (TK) is the beginning point
of the debate regarding its protection. The term has broad and narrow scopes.
In its narrow definition the term refers to the know-how, the skills and
practices of indigenous peoples and local communities. In its broad sense it
includes traditional cultural expressions such as folklore, music, dances,
3
clothing, and tools. There is no universally accepted definition of the term.'
A narrow definition is adopted in this paper in order to provide a detailed
and focused analysis on traditional know-how. Thus, for the purpose of this
paper, TK is defined as the know-how, skills, innovation and practices of
indigenous and local communities. 4 This definition has been adopted in the
international dialogue on the protection of TK that is currently taking place
at the Q(IPO.' 5 Since the draft instrument on the protection of TK - an
embodiment of the most advanced discussions on the topic - adopts such
definition, using such definition will have the added advantage of responding
to the latest developments.
A core part of the definition is the reference to indigenous peoples
and local communities. Indigenous peoples and local communities are people
whose culture has developed in relative seclusion from mainstream or
Western cultures.6 It should be noted that delimiting the scope of both TK
and Western knowledge systems is a not easy because there are no clear
13 For discussions on the broad and narrow definitions of TK, see Chidi Oguamanam, International
Law
and Indigenous Knowledge: Intellectual Property Rights, Plant Biodiversity, and Traditional Medicine, 2nd ed

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006) at 25 [Oguamanam]; see also WIPO, List and Brief Technical

Explanation of Various forms in which Traditional Knowledge May be Found,
WIPO/GRTKF/IC/17/INF/9 (2010) at Annex para 2, online:
=
<www.wipo.int/meetings/en/doc details.jsp?doc id
147152> [List and Brief Technical].
" List and Brief Technical, supra note 13 at para 3.
15 Draft Articles, supra note 3 at 5.
16WIPO, Glossary of Key Terms Related to Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional
Knowledge and Traditional Cultural Expressions, WIPO/GRTKF/IC/28/INF/7, ati8 - 21, online:
<www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/tk/en/wipo grtkf ic 28/wipogrtkf ic 28 inf 7.pdf>.
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boundaries. 7 Not only are both knowledge systems diverse within their own
realm, some features of one knowledge system could be found in the other.
Some Western communities do have 'folk' knowledge 8 while some
indigenous peoples and local communities may utilize 'modern' knowledge.
Thus, defining such complex concepts is not easy. However, no matter how
vague or incomplete such distinction may be, it has value in that it helps us to
engage in an important dialogue to address the very real problem -permanent
TK loss.
Some terminology will be described here to support the following
discussion. While the terms "knowledge holders" and "knowledge providers"
are used interchangeably to refer to indigenous and local communities, the
term 'users' in this paper refers to a diverse group including individuals,
research institutions and private firms with differing interests in TK ranging
from commercial, to academic, to personal. It must also be noted at the
outset that the term "traditional" refers to the way knowledge is developed,
used and shared; it is not used to describe the contents of the knowledge
itself.9 While 'modern' knowledge uses evidence-based investigation, TK is
dominated by trial-and-error methodologies and intuition.20 Scholars,
knowledge holding communities and institutions working in the area of TK
hold that, although communal and incremental in nature, innovation in
traditional settings does

exist.21

The difficulties in defining TK are exacerbated because of the political
nature of TK itself both domestically and internationally. Domestically the
recognition of TK has become part of the indigenous quest for internal selfdetermination. Internationally, the fact that most knowledge holders are
found in the Global South and most users are in the Global North2 2 seems to

have created a political tension in international negotiations. Such tension is
seen on many occasions in the discussion on the protection of TK at the

17Oguamanam, supra note 13 at 14.
s Ibid at 14-16.
Antony Taubman, "Saving the Village: Conserving Jurisprudential Diversity in the International

Protection of Traditional Knowledge" in Maskus & Reichman, supra note 11, 521 at 524.
20 Jerome H Reichman & Tracy Lewis, "Using Liability Rules to Stimulate Local Innovation in Developing
Countries: Application to Traditional Knowledge" in Maskus & Reichman, supra note 11, 337 at 356.
21 Oguamanam, supra note 13 at 14-16; James Boyle, Shamans, Software, and Spleens: Law and
the
Construction of the Informnation Society (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 1996) at 128; See also
Draft Articles, supranote 3 at Annex, at 7, art 1(e).
22See Oguamanam, supranote 13 at 4, n 10.
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World Intellectual Property Organization, including in the failure to renew
the mandate of the committee dealing with TK in 2014.3
II.

INTERPLAY BETWEEN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS
AND TK

Generally, intellectual property law provides little protection for TK.
The interplay between intellectual property law and TK is highly affected by
the difference in world views between the now globalized Western philosophy
and traditional/indigenous beliefs. Indigenous communities around the
world are very diverse. However, there are common elements in the operation
of most traditional communities. Understandably, these elements tend to
relate to basic values and principles.
Traditional knowledge systems tend to focus on communal and
incremental innovation while the Western knowledge system is, as James
Boyle puts it, "constructed around a vision of individual, transformative,
original genius."2 4 The process of learning, areas of focus and methods of
knowledge transmission are noted as major points of difference between the
two knowledge systems.2 5 While traditional knowledge systems are
transmitted orally and focus on practical methods of learning, Western
systems prefer written modes of transmission and abstraction of concepts for
generalization. 26 The oral-written distinction is important for the purposes of
the discussion on knowledge codification. Although the above discussed
differences exist, the distinction is highly fluid.
The differences in worldviews are reflected in the way TK is treated
under intellectual property laws. Modern intellectual property rights are
creations of the Western worldview 27 and are used to regulate the production,

"Catherine Saez, "Inauspicious Start To Gurry's Second Term As IP Policymaking Hits Wall At WIPO"
(01 October 2014), online: Intellectual Property Watch <www.ip-watch.org/2014/10/01 /inauspiciousstart-to-gurrys-second-term-as-ip-policymaking-hits-wall-at-wipo/>. For past and current developments on the
negotiations for the protection of TK under WIPO's Intergovernmental Committee, seethe committee
webpage at online: WIPO <www.wipo.int/tk/en/igc/>.
24Boyle, supra note 21 at 128.
25For a detailed analysis of the difference between the two knowledge systems and a list
of comparative
points, seeOguamanam, supra note 13 at 14-18.
21Oguamanam, supranote 13 at 16.
27There are several ancient practices, including in ancient Greece, which resemble current day intellectual
property rights. The Venetian statute of 1474 and the 1624 Statute of Monopolies in England are
considered to be the earliest documented legislations granting patent-like rights. The 1710 Statute of Anne
(England) isconsidered to be the first copyright statute. See Adam D Moore & Kenneth Einar Himma,
Intellectual Property, SSRN Scholarly Paper ID 1980917 (Rochester, NY: Social Science Research Network,
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use and dissemination of knowledge. Patents in particular focus on rewarding
individuals that make original inventions or improvements. 'Novelty' and an
'inventive step' are core requirements for patent protection. Novelty requires
that inventions not be anticipated by prior art. Prior art is any publicly
accessible knowledge prior to the filing of a patent. If an invention is said to
have been disclosed or anticipated by a prior art reference, then it fails the
novelty requirement 8 and will not receive patent protection. An invention is
also required to be non-obvious (US and Canada) or to have 'inventive-step'
(Europe) which is to mean that it should not be obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill in the Art (PHOSITA) 9 This requires an inventive genius that
brings about new knowledge building on available knowledge.
These requirements are in conflict with the communal and
incremental innovation that is dominant in indigenous and local
communities. Under patent laws, TK is considered to be 'old knowledge' that
is not deserving of protection. Most TK fails to meet the 'novelty' and
'inventive step' requirements. Additionally, the framework of patent law does
not fit the nature of TK. For instance, although patent laws have capacity for
co-inventorship, the communal and intergenerational innovation that
produces TK does not seem to fit well within such framework.
Some indigenous and local communities have customary intellectual
property rules. There are customary protocols on how certain TK is shared
with community members and outsiders. For instance, in some communities
although certain intellectual properties are created by ancestors, current
members of the community might be the ones that are given the power to
manage, re-create such 'properties.' 30 In many communities, traditional
medicinal knowledge is mostly kept secret and is shared through
apprenticeship types of relationships.3 1 Community members have social
obligations that are outlined in customary rules. However, such systems have
not been included in modern intellectual property laws.

2012); Brad Sherman & Lionel Bently, The Making of Modern Intellectual Property Law: The British Experience,

1760-1911, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999) at 61.
2' For US patent law see 35 U.S.C. § 102 Conditions of Patentability: novelty and loss of right to patent;
For Canadian patent law see Patent Act, RSC 1985, c P-4, s 28.2.
29For US patent law see 35 U.S.C. § 103 Conditions of Patentability: non-obvious subject matter; for

Canadian patent law see PatentAct, supra note 28 at s 28.3.
3' Dean A Ellinson, "Unauthorised Reproduction of Traditional Aboriginal Art" (1994) 17:2 Univ New
South Wales LawJ 327 at 331.
3 Daniel Goleman, "Shamans and Their Lore May Vanish With Forests", The Neu, York Tmes (11 June
1991), online: <www.nytimes.com/1991/06/11/science/shamans-and-their-lore-may-vanish-withforests.html>.
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However, there are exceptions to the dominant state of lack of TK
protection. Some countries have already amended their intellectual property
laws to cover TK.32 This mostly happens in countries that intend to benefit
from the use of TK by entities outside the country. While some countries are
considering the need for reform, the most intense discussion of TK
protection is happening on the international stage. Although an in depth
analysis of the international negotiations is outside the scope of this paper,
section 4 briefly outlines the references to TK protection under international
law.
III. MODES OF TK PROTECTION
The term 'protection for TK' may have different connotations
depending on the context. For instance, it might mean "preserving it" because
its existence has inherent value to knowledge providers and to the world; or it
might mean "promoting it" in order to increase the number of users
worldwide currently and in the future.3 3 More controversially, it might mean
"controlling its use" by giving knowledge holders power to decide how it is
used, or it might mean establishing a benefit sharing scheme between users
and providers. 34 The first two contexts may be called defensive protection
while the last two are positive. Below is a brief discussion of both modes of
protection.
Defensive protection has been defined as "halting the (mis) use of TK
by non-indigenous actors in patents or copyrighted materials".35 Although not
mentioned here, the definition should also include misuse of TK by nonindigenous persons in other areas of Intellectual Property (IP). It should be
noted here that the use of the term 'biosquatting' is preferred than the term
'biopiracy' and so the former will be used in this paper. Biosquatting is used
to refer to the claiming of patent rights for inventions that depend on TK

3' For instance South Africa has recently passed the "Intellectual Property Laws Amendment Act" which

seeks to include the protection of TK. See The Performers' Protection Act No. 11 of 1967, the Copyright
Act No. 98 of 1978, the Trade Marks Act No. 194 of 1993; and the Designs Act No. 195 of 1993 as
amended by Intellectual Property Laws Amendment Act, No 28 of 2013.
33 Tim Roberts, "Protecting Traditional Knowledge: An Industry View", Sophia Twarog & Promila
Kapoor, eds, Protecting and Promoting Traditional Knowledge: Systems, National Experiences and International
Dimensions (New York and Geneva: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2004) at 93,
online: <unctad.org/en/docs/ditctedl0 en.pdf>.
3Ibid.
31Stephen R Munzer & Kal Raustiala, "The Uneasy Case for Intellectual Property Rights in Traditional
Knowledge" (2009) 27:1 Cardozo Arts & Ent LJ 37 at 40.
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without the knowledge and consent of the TK holding community. This
preference is in concurrence with Nuno Pires de Carvalho's argument that
'biopiracy' has only occurred through the registration of patent rights in
developed countries which do not recognize protection for TK and therefore
the act is not illegal - thus not an act of piracy. Instead, he argues, the term
biosquatting should be used as it is a closer description to acts of
"appropriation (or misappropriation) of [TK] that could be deemed public
36
domain" with the intent of establishing ownership.
Several acts of 'mis-use' have been reported and TK has in some
instances been used to revoke patents. 37 Concerning the phenomenon known
as 'biosquatting', one of the best known cases is the patent rights related to
the Neem tree. The US, EU and Japan had granted a patent on a synthetic
38
form of the compounds in the Neem tree and the process for extracting it.
The Neem tree had been used in numerous ways including as a medicine,
toothbrush, and contraceptive in India. The patent rights caused uproar in
the country as communities have been using the compounds of the tree for
thousands of years.3

Since defensive protection utilizes existing laws, including IP laws,
some countries and international organizations have already started practicing
it. Most notably, India has established a Traditional Knowledge Digital
Library that provides a searchable database of recorded TK.40 Databases are
useful in making TK accessible to patent examiners in different patent offices.
Patent Examiners will conduct research to examine whether the claimed
invention is in fact new and involves sufficient inventive step to deserve
patent protection. The TK database is used as one tool in the prior-art search
that patent examiners conduct. The TKDL was established after negative
biosquatting experiences involving Indian TK. In the time between its first
use as a source of prior art in a patent proceeding in July 2009 and October 6,
2014 it was involved in challenges to at least 201 patent applications resulting
36See Nuno Pires de Carvalho, "From The Shaman's Hut to the Patent Office: In Search of a TRIPSConsistent Requirement to Disclose the Origin of Genetic Resources and Prior Informed Consent" (2005)
17:1 Wash UJL & Pol'y 111 at 116-17, n 11.
3' For example, the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library has been used to invalidate, amend or revoke
hundreds of patent rights. See the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library, Major Milestones, number 41 269, online: Traditional Knowledge Digital Library <www.tkdl.res.in
/tkdVlangdefault/common/milestones. asp? GL=Eng> [TKDL].
31Vandana Shiva & Radha Holla-Bhar, "Piracy by Patent: The Case of the Neem Tree" in Jerry Mander &
Edward Goldsmith, eds, The Case Against the Global Economy: And for a Turn Toward the Local (San
Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1996).
39Ibid at 149.
4e TKDL, supra note 37.
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in rejection of applications, revocation of patents rights, amendment of
claim(s) or withdrawals by the applicant."' Similar defensive attempts have
also been adopted in China, South Korea and South Africa. WIPO's Creative
Heritage project also plays a part in documenting TK and providing training
so that culture is not mis-appropriated by outsiders.4 Here, it helps to note
that mis-appropriation is not a clearly defined concept and is one area of
debate in the subject of TK protection. Such debate is discussed in the section
under distributive justice below.
The other mode of protection - offensive or positive protection - aims
at giving TK holders the right to control use of TK by non-indigenous actors.
Most of the positive protection of TK may be analogized to the positive rights
in patents, copyrights, trademarks and trade secrets. The positive mode of
protection for TK is more contentious than the defensive protection. This is
in part because of the politicization of TK protection. The beneficiaries of
positive protection are for the most part countries and communities in the
Global South, while those that will bear the burden under the new system
will be users in the Global North. Consequently, international discussions on
TK protection have become increasingly contentious. Despite such tension,
the draft article prepared by WIPO focuses on the positive protection of TK.
On the other hand some countries have legislations to protect TK and
provide for access and benefit sharing regimes.43 While defensive protection is
less contentious, it misses the potential for more welfare maximizing
outcomes that a collaborative use of TK might offer. Therefore, the positive
use of TK is advocated for in this paper.
The domestic treatment of TK has been discussed in general terms in
the previous section and this section has outlined the meaning and modes of
protection. It seems fitting to examine how TK has been received under
international law. Although an in-depth analysis of developments in
international protection of TK is outside the scope of this paper, the section
41 For an up-to-date involvement of the database in patent prosecution, revocation or amendment, see the

Traditional Knowledge Digital Library, supra note 37.
41 World Intellectual Property Organization, "Creative Heritage Project", online: WIPO

<www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/tk/934/wipo pub 1934tch.pdf>.
4' The Secretariat of the Convention on Biodiversity has a database of countries that have adopted
legislations on Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) of genetic resources and traditional knowledge. According
to the database seven regions and fifty seven countries have adopted some type of legislation on ABS.
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, "List of Countries and Regions with Measures",
online: <www.cbd.int/abs/measures/groups.shtml>. For a comprehensive discussion of national and
international experiences see Sophia Twarog and Promila Kapoor, eds, Protecting and Promoting Traditional
Knowledge: Systems, National Experiences and International Dimensions, UNCTAD, UNCTAD/DITC/TED/10
(2004), online: UNCTAD <unctad.org/en/docs/ditctedl0 en.pdf>.
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that follows briefly outlines the cases in which international TK protection
was implicated.

IV. TK UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW
As stated at earlier in the paper, the strongest debates on the
protection of TK are currently taking place on the international stage. As
such, a brief examination of such debate is in order to provide a holistic
overview of the state of affairs. Although the various countries in the world
have yet to come to consensus on core issues related to TK protection, it
seems that significant progress has already been achieved.
The value of TK, both for the communities that generate it and for
the outside world, started being expressly recognized in the last couple of
decades. Two of the three international instruments out of the Rio 'Earth
Summit' in 1992 discuss TK tangentially: the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD)44 and the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification (UNCCD).4 5 For instance, while the core focus of the CBD is
the conservation of biodiversity, it recognizes the value of TK under its
46
preamble and calls on member states to take measures for its protection.
The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD) calls
for the exclusionary protection of new content in TK databases. 4 The
UNCCD focuses on reducing desertification and land degradation and so it
48
addresses the protection of TK databases through that narrow lens.
Conventions that deal with indigenous issues in general have either
expressly referred to the protection of TK or have been interpreted by
scholars to cover TK. For instance, John Mugabe argues that the Convention
Concerning the Protection and Integration of Indigenous and Other Tribal
and Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Countries should be read to
include the protection of TK. 49 However, the convention has been criticized
44 CBD, supra note 4.
41 United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in those Countries Experiencing Serious
Drought and/or Desertification, Particularly in Africa, 14 October 1994, 1954 UNTS 3 (entered into force

26 December 1996) [UNCCD].
46See CBD, supra note 4 at preamble and art 8 (j), online: CBD <www.cbd.int/convention/text/>.
47The convention is arguably the only international treaty that expressly calls for the proprietary protection
of TK. See Carvalho, supra note 9 at 263.
41Carvalho, supra note 9 at 264.
49John Mugabe, "Intellectual Property Protection and Traditional Knowledge: An Exploration in
International Policy Discourse" (Paper delivered at the Panel Discussion to Commemorate the 5WE
Anniversary of the UDHR, 9 November 1998), online: WIPO
<www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/intproperty/762/wipo pub 762.pdf>.
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for lack of specificity and as such might not meet the needs of TK holders. 50
Perhaps the most explicit international declaration of IP rights for TK holders
comes from the United Nations Declaration on the Right of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP), which declares that indigenous peoples "...have the right
to maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property over such
cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural
expressions." 5' However, the quoted text is a general and unenforceable
declaration 52 and it does not attempt to engage with the nuances that exist in
the protection of TK. Read independently, it only serves as a general
declaration of agreement on the need for protection of TK. In this sense, it is
in stark contrast with a controversial draft instrument of the World
Intellectual Property Organization on the protection of TK.
The attempt to establish a holistic protection of TK began in the year
2000 when member countries of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) established the Intergovernmental Committee on
Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore (IGC). The committee has managed to produce a draft instrument
on the protection of TK. 53 After over a decade of negotiations there is still a
considerable gap in the position of developed countries that are generally
51Ibid.
51UNDRIP, supra note 5.
51Generally, United Nations resolutions or declarations are non-binding under international law. See
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons Case, Advisory Opinion, [1996], ICJ Rep, 226, at 254255 However, there are instances in which declarations give rise to binding international law. For example,
binding customary international principles might arise
out of general declarations if the necessary
conditions of state practice and opinio juris
are met. The various declarations from indigenous groups,
national and international legislations and declarations are considered by some to create "international
customary legal obligation to protect indigenous and local knowledge". See The Crucible II Group, Seeding
Solutions: Options for National Laws Governing Control Over Genetic Resources and Biological Innovations, vol 2
(Ottawa: International Development Research Center, 2001) at 39 [Crucible II]. The United Nations
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
has provided an explanation on the nature of UNDRIP. The
explanation states in part: "UNDeclarations are generally not legally binding; however, they represent the
dynamic development of international legal norms and reflect the commitment of states to move in certain
directions, abiding by certain principles. The Declaration UNDRIP, however, isnot widely interpreted as
creating new rights. Rather, it provides a description of human rights enshrined in other international
human rights instruments of universal resonance asthese apply to indigenous peoples and indigenous
individuals. It isin thissense that the Declaration has a binding effect for the promotion, respect and
fulfillment of the rights of indigenous peoples worldwide... " seeUnited Nations Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues,
Declarationon the Right of Indigenous Peoples: Frequently Asked Questions, online:
<www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/faq drips en.pdf>.
51World Intellectual Property Organization, Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and
Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore. The Protection of Traditional Knowledge: Draft
Articles (WIPO, 2013), online:
<www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/tk/en/wipo grtkf ic 21/wipo grtkf ic 21 ref facilitators text.pdf>.
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opposed to stronger intellectual property rights protection for TK and
developing countries who seek to establish a binding international treaty. At
the time of the writing of this paper, members of the (IPO have not yet
agreed on the core issues of TK protection.
The preceding sections have attempted to introduce the discussion
surrounding TK protection. Traditional knowledge has been defined; its
treatment under domestic intellectual property laws has been outlined; the
progress on international framework has been discussed; and the alternative
modes of protection have been analyzed. While the preceding sections lay out
what the general status quo looks like, the section that follows outlines the
rationales given by scholars for the need for TK protection. The outline
discussed sets the stage for the new rationale that will be proposed in this
paper.
V.

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROTECTION

There is no universally agreed upon justification for the protection of
TK. International negotiations take place despite such lack of a coherent
theory. The different justifications adopted by scholars are generally based on
equity, property rights and instrumentalist claims. A brief analysis of such
justifications is provided below. Even if the analysis attempts to group
justifications into distinct theories, overlap between different theories do
exist. The independent analyses of the arguments that scholars provide do not
necessarily mean that they are mutually exclusive. For instance, equity
arguments that seek to correct unequal rewards to creators might base their
logic on underlying property rights justifications of reward for one who
creates value.
a.

Equity based justifications

The equity based arguments that scholars make to justify the
protection of TK may further be grouped into distributive justice, moral
rights and human rights.
As a result of colonization and occupation, indigenous and local
communities have been oppressed socially, politically, and economically. The
resulting inequalities continue to affect the status of such communities.
Given this colonial history in which colonizing powers discredited and
exploited indigenous and local communities and the resulting inequality, the
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strongest argument for the protection of TK is based on distributive justice.
For instance, scholars claim that the current system of intellectual property
protection is not equitable. They argue that TK holders do not get protection
from Eurocentric protection mechanisms despite the fact that TK holders
have created and conserved plant varieties and traditional knowledge for
generations.54 The formal protection mechanisms protect improvements and
innovations that utilize the TK which was created and conserved by
indigenous people, while failing to protect the rights of TK holders in the first
place.55 The resulting effect of such system is that TK holders who were the
base of innovation are not only excluded from any kind of benefit but are
charged in order to use improvements and innovations based on such
knowledge.56 The call from such scholars is that the past injustices should be
reversed through protection mechanisms that not only protect TK through
Eurocentric measures, but makes up for the inequality through frameworks
that are respective and reflective of the interests of indigenous peoples and
local communities. One way to right the wrongs of the past, according to such
line of argument, is by establishing a special privilege to TK holders to control
the way in which their knowledge is used.
Another line of equity argument takes on a moral rights perspective.
Proponents for the protection of TK adopt the moral right of creators from
Continental-Europe legal systems and the Berne convention 57 to claim that
communities should have a right over TK. 58 For example, Stephen Munzer
and Kal Raustiala, although noting that moral rights are contested, agree that
such justification should give indigenous people two sets of rights as
conceived by Wesley Hohfeld: the first "narrow liberty-right and/or claimright would be disclosure (divulgation): to make an item of their TK known to
the world.. .but to retain the power to keep that item from being used in any
way by others" followed by the "claim-right and power.. .to prevent the

51Carlos Maria Correa, Traditional Knowledge and Intellectual Property: Issues and Options Surrounding the
Protection of Traditional Knowledge, Discussion Paper (Geneva: Quaker United Nations Office, 2001) at 6,

online:
QUNO <www.geneva.quno.info/pdf/tkcol3.pdf> [Correa]; Oguamanam, supra note 13 at 28.
55
Correa, ibid at 6;seealso Boyle, supra note 21 at 128 (criticizing the current legal system which is
organized
around a "vision of individual, transformative, original genius").
56
Correa, supra note 54 at 6.
57Berne Convention for
the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, 14 July 1967, 828 UNTS 11850 (entered
into force 28 September 1979).
58Correa, supra note 54 at 8;Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 68-73; Because moral rights mostly
focus on copyrights (with limited applications in patents and trademarks, the argument becomes limited.
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attribution of an item of TK to any person or group other than the
59
indigenous community that generated the item.
Other scholars have used the principles of unjust enrichment and
misappropriation theories from the law of torts and contracts. Users who tap
into TK to develop products usually do not share the benefits that they
receive. Since the TK that is used as input increases the benefits for users,
their refusal to share the benefit raises unjust enrichment and
misappropriation issues. Such claims might succeed in appealing to morality
and sense of justice but legal intervention is not always justified in every case.
There are situations in which unjust enrichment takes place but because of
60
other policy reasons the law does not regulate them.
Human rights are a major part of the discussion in the protection of
TK. 6'The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)62 and the
63
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
have provisions that arguably cover claims of TK holders. 64 Some scholars
have argued that the prohibition against discrimination under article 7 of the
UDHR and the right to self-determination under article 1 could be used to
claim equality of protection in traditional and modern knowledge. 65 On the
producers' side, article 15.1 (c) of the ICESCR recognizes the "right to benefit
from the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any
scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author." 66 The
justification for the protection of TK here would be that since TK holders
produced and conserved TK for generations, they have the human rights to
benefit from it.
51Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 73.
60For example, Munzer & Raustiala quote a conversation from the Sopranos series inwhich two ItalianAmerican characters in a Starbucks shop discuss it isunfair that the coffee chain benefits from the fame
that coffee has gained through Italian culture. See Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 77-78.
61Miriam Latorre Quinn, "Protection for Indigenous Knowledge: An International Law Analysis" (2001)
14 St Thomas Law Rev 287 at 307.
62The Universal Declarationof Human Rights, 10 December 1948, art 27, online: UN
<www.un.org/en/document s/udhr/> [UDHR].
63International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 19 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3 at arts
15(b)-(c), online: UNTC <https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg no=IV
3&chapter=4&lang=en>.
6'Audrey R Chapman, "A Human Rights Perspective on Intellectual Property, Scientific Progress and
Access to the Benefits of Science" (Paper delivered at the WIPO Panel Discussion on Intellectual Property
and Human Rights, Washington DC USA, 8 November 1998) at 127, online: WIPO
<www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/tk/en/wipo unhchr ip pnl 98/wipo unhchr ip pnl 98 5.pdf>; Mugabe,
supra note 49.
65Ibid.
66Supra note 63 at art 15 (c).
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However, using the human rights route to justify the protection of
TK may face some challenges. The dominantly liberal human rights literature
focuses on individual rights which weaken its application to TK protection
which usually is a claim for communal right.67 This is not to say that
communal rights may not be recognized under human rights law. Scholars
have understood human rights law as having space to accommodate
communal rights68 including in the case of TK.6 9 However, the extent to
which communal rights are recognized under human rights law in general is
itself a controversial topic. 70 As a result, its use in the controversial area of TK
protection will be a harder argument to make. Additionally, since the
obligation to fulfill human rights usually rests on states, and since various
states have already declined to recognize TK, using a human rights approach
to justify protection will be challenging.71
b.

Property rights

While some proponents of the protection of TK have borrowed from
standard principles of property law such as "desert based on labor", firstness
and stability72 others have expanded the usual 'ownership' theory of property
73
and adopted a 'stewardship' justification for rights in 'cultural property'.
The 'fruit of labor' justification for property rights, a Lockean
conception, rests on grounds of merit i.e. whoever labors to create, develop
and improve something should be given rights related to it. Advocates of TK
protection argue that since traditional communities invest their time and
67Mugabe, supra note 49.
61See Joseph Pestieau, "Minority Rights: Caught Between Individual Rights and Peoples' Rights" (1991)

4:2 Can JL & Jur 361; Basil E Ugochukwu, Opeoluwa Badaru & Obiora C Okafor, "Group Rights Under
the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights: Concept, Praxis and Prospects" in Manisuli
Ssenyonjo, ed, African Regional Human Rights System: 30 Years after the African Charter on Human and Peoples'
Rights (Leiden and Boston: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2011).
61See Rosemary J Coombe, "Intellectual Property, Human Rights & Sovereignty: New Dilemmas in
International Law Posed by Recognition of Indigenous Knowledge and the Conservation of Biodiversity"
(1998) 6:1 Ind J Global Leg Stud 59. See also Jona Razzaque & Manisuli Ssenyonjo, "Protection of
Traditional Knowledge and Human Rights Obligations: The Status of Discussion in International
Organisations" (2007) 25:3 Nethl QHR Hum Rights 401.
71See Michael McDonald, "Should Communities Have Rights? Reflections on Liberal Individualism"
(1991) 4:2 Can JL &Jur 217. See also Rhoda E Howard, "Cultural Absolutism and the Nostalgia for
Community" (1993) 15:2 Hum Rts Q 315.
71Mugabe, supra note 49.
72 Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35.
73Kristen A Carpenter, Sonia K Katyal & Angela R Riley. "In Defense of Property" (2008) 118:6 Yale LJ
1022 at 1022.
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energy in conserving and developing TK, they should be rewarded for their
work through rights. 4 Such line of argument might be criticized for giving
rights to the current generation of TK holders while the TK was created by
their ancestors. 7 5 It may be true that current members of the community are
engaged in incremental improvement and innovation which should be
supported by the provision of rights, but such argument only entitles current
generation of TK holders to the incremental knowledge they are responsible
for producing and not the whole TK. 6
Some scholars use the theory of firstness to argue that since users of
TK get access to the knowledge from indigenous and local communities who
hold it, it is justified to give them rights over it. The distantness of the current
members of the indigenous community from the people who first developed
the knowledge or who made improvements may be used against the 'firstness'
justification.
Stability has also been used as a rationale. The claim here is that since
there is confusion related to the protection of TK, most TK holders and users
are disadvantaged in that they cannot refer to a clear body of law to guide
their interactions. Thus, adopting clear laws that recognize rights in TK will
help stabilize the confusion and help in the transactions between TK holders
and owners. 7 7 But clarity or stability alone should not be used to create
substantive rights because clear rules stating that there are no rights in TK will
have the same effect.7 8 Yet, while this may be true, a complete lack of
protection will exacerbate the already dire situation of TK loss.
Although the above mentioned traditional property rights conceptions
are used by some scholars, critics have argued that only very limited
protection for TK (defensive protection and limited type of positive
79
protection) is warranted under core conceptions of property rights.
Some scholars have challenged the traditional narrow conceptions of
property rights to propose new theories. Kristen Carpenter, Sonia Katyal, and
Angela Riley adopt a 'stewardship' theory to justify the protection of cultural

74Oguamanam, supra note 13.
75Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 60.
76Ibid at 64, 73.
77Linda Wallbott, Franziska Wolff & Justyna Pozarowska. "The Negotiations of the Nagoya Protocol:
Issues, Coalitions and Process" in Sebastian Oberthur and G Kristin Rosendal, eds, Global Governance of
Genetic Resources: Access and Benefit Sharing after the Nagoya Protocol (Abingdon and New York: Routledge,
2014) 33 at 38-39.
78 Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 67.
71Ibid.
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property that includes intangibles. 80 They argue that instead of the
traditionally narrow terminology of 'ownership' of property a more innovative
and inclusive terminology of 'stewardship' of property should be adopted. 8 '
They add that scholars should move away from individual titles that focus on
personhood' to more a communal conception that focuses on
'peoplehood'. 82 They claim that 'communal stewardship' would justify the
protection of TK as integral to the identity of indigenous peoples. 83 Here
members of the indigenous group as a 'non-owner' will have "...fiduciary
obligations toward cultural resources" and the community as a group will
have the right to control who utilizes their property (be it tangible or
intangible) and how. 84 While the stewardship theory might not fit into the
Western legal system, it seems to fit the shared worldviews of many
indigenous people and local communities. However, applying such theory to
TK would bring dramatic changes to the current IP regime which may reduce
the feasibility of it being adopted. 85 One of the core changes that the
stewardship theory might bring is a competing and mutually exclusive right to
existing private and public rights over a particular IP. 86
c.

Instrumentalist justifications

Part of the property rights argument for TK focuses on claims that
the law will incentivize knowledge holders to do certain things. These
instrumentalist arguments might further be divided into three lines of
thought: the incentive to invent, the incentive to use or commercialize and
the incentive to conserve.
Since the original justification for the protection of core intellectual
property rights (TPRs) such as patents and copyrights was to incentivize
inventions, 87 proponents of TK protection also adopt such a justification. The
argument is that protecting TK will encourage TK holders to invest in
traditional innovations in hope of getting the final reward of exclusive rights.
8 Carpenter, Katyal & Riley, supra note 73 at 1022.
8 Ibid.
12Ibid.
13Ibid.
8 Ibid.
8 Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 65-66.
86 Ibid at 66.

87For example, The US constitution gives Congress the power "To promote the Progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective
Writings and Discoveries" Article 1, Paragraph. 8, §8, The Constitution of the United States, 1787.
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Critics reject such claim as they believe TK has already been created; however,
they note that the claim could justify limited rights for the incremental
innovation that the current members of TK holders generate.88 Here it seems
that the definition of TK adopted by critics and proponents of TK are
different. Critics of TK protection consider TK to be a static body of
knowledge that has already been created and one that does not change
through time.89 On the other hand most proponents of TK protection insist
"the adjective 'traditional' qualifies the method of creating TK and not the
knowledge itself. 90 Many scholars have argued that indigenous and local
communities engage in incremental and cumulative innovation and this may
give rise to a general protection of TK.9' To the extent that such innovation
exists, the "incentive to invent" argument resembles similar arguments made
for modern innovations.
The incentive to invent argument as a justification for patent laws
stands on shaky grounds because empirical research 92 has revealed that the
logic might not apply to many areas of modern knowledge. Additionally, even
in the dynamic definition of TK which considers it to involve some
innovation, it could be argued that knowledge holders have been creating TK
for centuries without the need for legal protection. Therefore, the incentive to
invent argument has a limited application in the case of TK. This is not to say
that it does not have ground. There might be TK holders that could be
incentivized to create TK in anticipation of the potential benefits from
exclusive property rights.
A unique and dominant instrumentalist justification for the
protection of TK is the incentive to conserve biodiversity, culture and
lifestyle. With regard to biodiversity, the claim is that legal protection of TK
which is dependent on biodiversity would encourage farmers to continue
preserving varieties that they would otherwise abandon for more profitable
varieties. 93 Critics state that farmers have been preserving varieties for years
88Munzer & Raustiala, supra note 35 at 73.
8'Carvalho, supra note 9 at 244 (The author outlines the two extreme positions on TK one of which
considers it to be a static body of knowledge).
90Carvalho, supra note 9 at 244.
9 Graham Dutfield, "Legal and Economic Aspects of Traditional Knowledge" in Maskus & Reichman,
supra note 11, 495; Taubman, supra note 11.
92Edwin Mansfield, "Patents and Innovation: An Empirical Study" (1986) 32:2 Management Science 173
at 180 (Showing that except in the fields of pharmaceutical and chemical industries, the ability of patent
protection to spur innovation ishighly limited); Nancy T Gallini, "The Economics of Patents: Lessons
from Recent U.S. Patent Reform" (2002) 16:2 The Journal of Economic Perspectives 131 at 145.
93Correa, supra note 54 at 6.
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without the need for protection thereby making new incentives unnecessary. 94
However, because of the alarming rate at which biodiversity is being lost, the
criticism is weak. Additionally, conserving biodiversity requires investment
and developing countries (that hold close to 70% of the world's biodiversity)95
96
cannot invest in it without adequate incentives.
The second part of the same rationale on the preservation of cultural
lifestyle claims that because of globalization and the dominance of Western
culture, other cultures face a high risk of extinction, 97 and so its protection
through TPRs will help save it through commercialization and by bringing
much needed attention from current and future members of the community
itself.98 However, the argument has faced criticism for being weak on several
fronts including a lack of empirical support and a misguided mission of
keeping cultures, which have always been in constant state of diffusion, as
authentic as possible. This paper criticizes the cultural conservation

" See generally Chen, supra note 8.
95Mega-diverse countries make up to close to 70% of the biodiversity in the world and the US and
Australia are considered the only two mega-diverse countries that are developed. For a definition of 'megadiverse countries' and more discussion on the topic see Biodiversity A-Z, "Factsheet: Megadiverse
Countries", United Nations Environmental Program and World Conservation Monitoring Center
(November 2014), online: <www.biodiversitya-z.org/content/megadiverse-countries.pdf>. Megadiversity is
supplementary to other concepts such as biodiversity hotspots. The seventeen countries as megadiverse by
the World Conservation Monitoring Center (which hold 70% of the world's biological diversity) and are:
Australia, Brazil, China, Colombia, Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) (formerly Zaire), Ecuador,
India, Indonesia, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, Peru, the Philippines, South Africa,
the United States of America (USA) and Venezuela. The international group of megadiverse countries was
formed on February 18, 2002 when some of the seventeen countries labelled as megadiverse announced
the establishment of the Like-Minded Megadiverse Countries (LMMC) group. The group acts as a united
front in international negotiations dealing with biodiversity and traditional knowledge in stages such as the
CBD.
96Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources and
Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising out of their Utilization (Montreal, Secretariat of the
Convention on Biological Diversity, 2002) online: CBD <www.cbd.int/doc/publications/cbd-bonn-gdlsen.pdf>; see also Susette Biber-Klemm, "Protection of Traditional Knowledge on Biological Diversity at the
International Level: Reflections in Connection with World Trade" in Sophia Twarog & Promila Kapoor,
eds, Prot Promot Tradit Knowl Syst Natl Exp Int Dimens (New York and Geneva: United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development, 2004) at 96-97.
9' Some claim that such risk of extinction is even worse than that faced by biodiversity. For example, see
Correa, supra 54 at 6-7.
98Declining interest of young generation of indigenous peoples and local communities has been cited as
problem. Protection of the communities' traditional knowledge is expected to attract these young members
of the community that would otherwise leave the land. For example, see International Institute for
Environment and Development, Protecting Community Rights over TraditionalKnowledge Implications of
Customary Laws and Practices: Key Findings and Recommendations 2005-2009 (London: International Institute
for Environment and Development, 2009) at 5, online: <pubs. iied.org/pdfs/14591IIED.pdf>.
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component of this theory and proposes to replace it with the 'incentive to
codify' argument outlined in the following section.
Another instrumentalist argument that builds on the 'incentive to
invent' argument is one in which some scholars see protection as facilitating
the use and development of TK.99 The claim is that if TK receives clear
protection, indigenous groups would trust the legal system and would be
willing to share their knowledge which they otherwise would be hesitant to
do.100 This justification seems to be the strongest instrumentalist claim for the
protection of TK. hile most issues regarding TK protection are contentious,
it is mostly accepted that the body of knowledge has been under-utilized. As
such, the goal of legal intervention to encourage knowledge holders to use
and develop their knowledge is a commendable one. Therefore, the 'incentive
to codify' justification developed in this paper builds on this strong line of
argument.
Before discussing the 'incentive to codify' argument proposed in this
paper, it should be noted that each argument examined earlier has strong and
7
weak aspects.
hile arguments based on equity and distributive justice have
the advantage of taking into account diverse current and historical causes that
result in inequities, instrumentalist and consequentialist arguments have the
quality of speaking to a wide array of stakeholders. More particularly,
arguments based on economic efficiency, including the argument put forth in
this paper have the advantage of bringing on board stakeholders that may
respond to economic concerns more rapidly. For instance, firms that are
major users of traditional knowledge are more readily responsive to economic
arguments. On the international level, instrumentalist and economic
arguments have the advantage of convincing developed countries of the north
where most users reside and which are susceptible to lobbying from such
users to agree to TK protection.
VI. THE 'INCENTIVE TO CODIFY': FROM CULTURAL
CONSERVATION TO KNOWLEDGE CODIFICATION
Although scholars have discussed the value of documenting
traditional knowledge,10 1 most of the literature discusses the point in passing
and does not develop the proposal further. Documentation of TK is discussed
99 Correa,

supra note 54 at 6.
0 Ibid at 8.
0 For example, see Carvalho supra note 9 at 245; Crucible II supra note 52 at 100.
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in this paper as a core rationale for TK protection. The 'incentive to codify'
argument proposes that a carefully crafted system that recognizes and protects
documented TK will encourage such communities to codify their knowledge
and disclose it to outsiders. Although the inherent value of TK is realized
when it is used by indigenous peoples and local communities, there is an
untapped potential for TK to be used by outsiders to maximize global welfare.
In this sense, codification and disclosure is expected to benefit both current
and future generations of TK holding communities as well as outsiders who
agree to access the knowledge through a fair and equitable manner. The
proposal is a call for a shift from 'cultural conservation' to 'knowledge
codification' as the core justification for TK protection.
Conservationists attempt to keep cultures as authentic as possible
with the aim of preserving them. This conservationist approach may be a
result of the fact that the movement for the protection of TK began as part of
the movement for biodiversity conservation and environmental protection.
As a result of the dramatic rate at which biodiversity resources are being lost,
world leaders decided to establish an international framework for the
protection, preservation and promotion of biodiversity. The major
international framework that was established to address this concern is the
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The protection of TK was
considered necessary as part of the measures taken to address concerns related
to biodiversity loss. As a result the international treaties that focus on
biodiversity conservation and environmental protection were extended to
cover cultural preservation. As discussed earlier, the CBD and the UNCCD
were the first documents to expressly call for the protection of TK. Both
conventions, however, are focused on biodiversity and the environment and
discuss TK in passing. This historical development of TK protection seems to
have followed the literature into discussions of holistic TK protection.
However, the conservationist position on culture is misguided for a number
of reasons.
In cases of cultural practices, as opposed to biodiversity, one may
prefer to be selective in what one seeks to keep. For instance, preserving
harmful practices, however the term may be defined, should not be a goal to
aspire to. As the Princeton philosopher Kwame Appiah puts it, 'preserving' or
'conserving' culture is neither possible nor desirable." 2 It is impossible

" See Kwame Anthony Appiah, Cosmnopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers, 1 st ed (New York: WW
Norton & Co, 2006) [Appiah, Cosmopolitanism]:Suggesting that cultures have always been mixing and so it
is undesirable to attempt to keep them as pure as possible. For a shorter discussion of such claim see
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because cultures have been and will continue to be in a constant state of
mixing and as a result, defining authentic culture is an ever elusive
endeavor. 103 Preservation is also not desirable because encouraging traditional
communities to continue practicing the same activities they have been
practicing might keep them in the same state of economic and social underdevelopment that many members of the community may not accept.
It may be tempting to take the position of a cultural purist. It seems
reasonable to encourage historically dis-advantaged cultures to be recognized
and valued by providing some sort of protection against dominant cultures.
However, a general protection from interferences on a culture seems
unreasonable. As Jeremy Waldron rightly puts it "there is nothing normative
about the purist's point of view."' 4 Keeping cultures in a static state of purity
is not a fitting response to cultural oppressions of the past. Additionally,
members of a certain community (including its youth) should be allowed to
choose whether to follow the culture, to mix it with other cultures that
interest them or to abandon it all together.105 The increasing engagement in
and acceptance of cosmopolitan literature in relatively recent times implies a
move away from projects that seek to keep cultures in their original - 'static' form. 106

A more relevant point to the discussion at hand is that intellectual
property protection is not the right tool for cultural conservation. It is a tool
meant for the governance of the production, use and dissemination of
knowledge. The socio-economic and environmental pressures that cultures
face should be addressed through other more fitting measures.
Additionally, strategic intervention with the goal of cultural
preservation is a contentious issue and attempts to correct centuries of
oppression which is bound to take a considerable amount of time. As a result,
insisting on cultural preservation as a basis for TK protection will not be able
to address the urgent need to save TK.
Kwame Anthony Appiah, "The Case for Contamination", The New York Tmes (01 January 2006), online:
NY Times www.nytimes.com/2006/01/0 I/magazine/0 1cosmopolitan.html [Appiah, "Contamination"].
113
Appiah, "Contamination", supra note 102 at 2;See also Appiah, Cosmopolitanism, supra note 102.
Suggesting that cultures have always been mixing and so it isundesirable to attempt to keep them aspure
aspossible.
1o4
Jeremy Waldron, "What isCosmopolitan?" (2000) 8:2 Journal of Political Philosophy 227 at 232.
105
Will Kymlicka, Multicultural Citizenship:A Liberal Theoy OfMinority Rights (Oxford & New York:
Clarendon Press, 1995) at 82-84.
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John Rawls, A Theory of Justice, Revised ed (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press, 1999); John Rawls, "The
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In contrast, embracing the inevitable cultural diffusion is at the heart
of the codification argument. Cultures are in a process of continuous
diffusion with each other and thus, codifying the knowledge that exists within
a certain culture is necessary, not to keep the culture as it is, but so as preserve
the knowledge that would otherwise disappear with the cultures that nurtured
it. Appiah, who strongly rejects the conservationist position, agrees that
codifying cultural artifacts is valuable.'07 It seems that such line of thinking
would include intangibles too. By focusing on TK codification rather than
cultural conservation, we allow cultural dialogue to take place while at the
same time being able to keep useful knowledge in a way that allows it to be
used by outsiders and future generations of knowledge producing
communities.
Indigenous people and local communities have been practicing their
cultures for centuries without the need for incentives.1°8 They practice their
cultures for survival and to express their values and beliefs. Therefore they do
not need new incentives to continue doing so. The incentive that such
communities need is to invest in codifying and disclosing their knowledge to
outsiders. A carefully crafted legal regime that protects codified TK would be
able to encourage such transformation. The encouragement of knowledge
codification through legal intervention has already been observed in the role
that patent laws play in 'modern' knowledge codification. 9 A similar legal
intervention that is reflective of the needs and expectations of both users and
knowledge providers will be able to establish a 'confidence to cooperate'
between them.
It may be argued that codification is alien to some cultures and
therefore codifying TK might disrupt the culture in which TK is found. It is
true that codifying TK might have some impacts on the practice of a culture
which has not had codification as one feature. It should be noted here that
codification is not native to Western cultures. Codifications of diverse forms
including cave drawings are found in different corners of the globe.
Additionally, TK codification could be made more reflective of the needs of
TK holders. Considering these facts, the argument that codification may be
disruptive should be less concerning. Despite such limitation, some
communities may still feel that TK codification is too disruptive to their
culture. Such concerns should be taken seriously and governments and
117Appiah, "Contamination" supra note 102; see also Appiah,

Cosmopolitanism, supranote 102.
...
Carvalho, supra note 9 at 245.
9 Dan L Burk, "Role of Patent Law in Knowledge Codification" (2008) 23:3 BTLJ 1009 at 1017.
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institutions that are given the responsibility of establishing TK databases
should respect such wishes. Ultimately, TK codification should be a tool to
empower TK holders; it should not be used to further past and current
systems of oppression.
Although the protection of TK has been discussed under international
instruments and in academic papers, very few scholars have used the
mechanism of economic analysis to describe the problems faced by TK
production, use and dissemination. The few scholars who have used such
methodology"' briefly describe TK as a public good that may suffer from
market failures. The following section situates the 'incentive to codify'
argument developed in this paper into the public goods framework. The
section then examines what the implications of such categorization may be for
policy judgement.
VII. TK AS A PUBLIC GOOD
Before discussing the public good nature of knowledge in general and
traditional knowledge (TK) in particular it seems necessary to provide a brief
introduction of what is meant by a public good and the relevance of grouping
goods into private and public.
A public good in economics refers to non-rivalrous and nonexcludable goods."' Non-rivalry is used to mean that the good may be
consumed by one without reducing the ability of another to consume the
same. Non-excludability refers to the nature of public goods in that it is hard,
costly or at times impossible to exclude others from consuming such goods.
Some examples of public goods include national defense, the protection of
the environment and basic infrastructures. For instance, once a certain
country establishes a military force through public funding, the peace and
security that result from the existence of such force is enjoyed both by tax
payers and those who do not pay tax. The enjoyment of this peace and
security by one citizen does not diminish the enjoyment of the same by
another i.e. it is non-rivalrous. If the government wanted to exclude those
who have not paid taxes from enjoying the peace and security in the country,
..See Taubman, supra note 19; Drahos, supra note 11 at 46; Reichman & Lewis, sutra note 20 at 337.
. This is different from and may be contrasted to the use of the term 'the commons' or 'common good' in
other contexts which may refer to goods that are owned by the public as a whole or that may be utilized by
everyone. Although the concept of public goods existed in previous decades, its theoretical development is
credited to Paul Samuelson who outlined the concept in 1954. See Paul A Samuelson, "The Pure Theory
of Public Expenditure" (1954) 36:4 The Review of Economics and Statistics 387.
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it will be impossible to do so i.e. it is non-excludable. Economists call the
latter feature the inappropriability problem.
A core policy implication of labelling a good as a 'public good' is to
show the need for government intervention in its production." 2 The general
presumption is, because it is hard or impossible to exclude payers from nonpayers, the production of public goods through private means is limited.
Private actors who are presumably interested in increasing utility will look at
private returns and not returns for the public." 3 The nature of the required
government intervention, however, would depend on the particularities of the
case. It should be stated here that this is a general statement as public goods
are at times produced by private actors for various reasons.
Knowledge is commonly considered to be a public good and is at
times labelled "the quintessential public good.""' 4 Sharing one's knowledge
with another does not lessen the amount of knowledge consumed by each
person; and once knowledge is disclosed to the public it is usually hard, costly
or impossible to exclude those who pay to access it from those who do not.
The fact that most knowledge could be applied in any part of the world makes
5
it a global public good. "1
But knowledge is an impure public good because some part of it
could be excludable depending on the circumstances and through diverse
methods. A common method to exclude knowledge goods is through trade
secrets which involve physical and legal restrictions. Making knowledge more
excludable reduces its inappropriability problem. Knowledge as a public good
is found in different levels of codification ranging from systematic and
detailed documentation to uncodified practices held by a single individual or
within webs of social interactions. These features affect the public good
nature of knowledge significantly.
One of the major rationales for the granting of intellectual property
rights has been that knowledge is a public good and therefore government
intervention on behalf of the public is necessary to encourage production and
dissemination of knowledge through the market. TK shares the public good
features of 'modern' knowledge. However, as discussed earlier, TK does not
...
Joseph Stiglitz, "Knowledge asa Global Public Good" in Inge Kaul, Isabelle Grunberg & Mark A Stern,
eds, Global Public Goods: International Cooperation in the 21st Centuy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999)

311.
...
Ibid.
...
Drahos, supra note 11 at 47.
115 See generally Keith E Maskus & Jerome H Reichman, "The Globalization of Private Knowledge
Goods
and the Privatization of Global Public Goods" in Maskus & Reichman, supra note 11, 3.The book
includes several chapters that discuss knowledge as a global public good. See also Stiglitz, supra note 112.
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receive protection under the law. The lack of government intervention for TK
protection thus means there is a risk of under-supply.
Most TK is uncodified which would make it an imperfect public good
i.e. it could be made excludable by the mere act of refusing to share the
information. In fact, most communities keep their traditional medicinal
knowledge secret by using customary social norms. Keeping knowledge secret
and using it in the production of goods and services is a good alternative from
the perspective of the knowledge holder. Firms use the legal protection
accorded to trade secrets in order to operate in this manner. However, this
capacity to use TK outside a community while keeping it secret is lacking in
TK holder communities. Most knowledge holder communities do not have
the necessary financial and expert resources.
Additionally, most indigenous and local communities face a risk of
extinction or cultural domination. Therefore, while keeping TK secret might
benefit the knowledge holding community in the short term, if the culture of
the community is destroyed, then the knowledge will be lost resulting in a loss
of social welfare both to members of the TK holding communities and to the
11 6
general public.
One of the core features of TK is that it is orally transmitted from
117
one generation to another through kinships and personal relationships.
This is not to say that there is no codified TK1 8 but to claim that the
overwhelming body of TK is uncodified know-how. This fact increases the
chances that TK will be lost with the communities that hold it.
A seemingly obvious solution is to encourage knowledge holder
communities to codify their knowledge and disclose it to outsiders. However,
codifying TK would mean making it a more perfect public good i.e. increasing
the inappropriability problem."19 Additionally, codification and disclosure of
TK would require substantial investment. If such transformation is to
...
Goleman, supra note 31.
117 John K Githae, "Potential of TK for Conventional Therapy: Prospects and Limits" in
Evanson C
Kamau & Winter Gerd, eds, Genetic Resources, TraditionalKnowledge, and the Law: Solutions for Access and
Benefit Sharing (London: Earthscan, 2009) 77 at 78.
...
South Asian traditional medicinal knowledge such as Ayurveda and Unani are good examples of
documented TK: see for example, the Traditional Knowledge Digital Library, About TKDL, online:
<www.tkdl.res. in/tkdVlangdefault/common/Abouttkdl. asp?GL=Eng>.Last Accessed November 22, 2014.
For a list of different codified TK systems see WIPO- Intergovernmental Committee on Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, Inventory of Existing Online Databases Containing Traditional
Knowledge Documentation Data (WIPO/GRTKF/IC/3/6), June 2002, at 6.
...
Drahos, supra note 11 at 54. The lower the cost of copying the higher the inappropriability problem of a
public good. The invention of the printer which lowered the costs of copying is seen as a core incident
giving rise to the need for copyright protection of writings. See Posner, supra note 11 at 66.
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happen, knowledge providers would require a system that guarantees a level
of control and benefit sharing. Thus, there seems to be a need for
government intervention in order to solve a potential under-supply of TK.
Such intervention could be justified on the grounds that there is a need to
incentivize knowledge codification and disclosure.
Part of the benefit of TK protection is the empowerment of TK
holder communities. In order to encourage TK holders to be willing to codify
and disclose their knowledge, they have to first trust that the system is
empowering to them and is reflective of their needs. The most effective TK
codification system as envisioned in this paper is one that is able to establish
long lasting trust between TK holders and users. It is inevitable that such
system has to empower TK holders who are in a vulnerable state in the status
quo. Under the proposed system TK holders will have the capability to decide
how to codify and share their TK.
As stated earlier, TK holder-communities face a risk of extinction
from diverse angles. The empowerment of such communities through the
recognition and protection of their TK is expected to play a part in the
promotion of their culture and identity. TK protection could be one among
many tools that could be used in easing the socio-political, economic and
environmental pressures that such communities face. In this sense, TK
codification would play a role in cultural promotion.
Such statement might seem like a retraction of the criticism against the
cultural conservationist approach made earlier. However, there is an
important distinction that has to be made between cultural conservation and
cultural promotion. As stated earlier, cultural conservation attempts to keep
cultures as authentic as possible. The emphasis is on keeping the various
features of a certain culture 'pure'. In contrast, cultural promotion, at least in
the sense envisioned in this paper, relates to the recognition and valuation of
the contribution that a certain culture provides to its members and to the
outsider world. For instance, the recognition of the origin of a certain
medicinal plant promotes the culture from which it developed. The
community that receives benefits from the system proposed in this paper
could use those benefits to further promote the values and importance of the
culture. However, this process should not be focused on keeping the original
culture as 'pure' as possible.
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VIII. KNOWLEDGE CODIFICATION
If one agrees with the proposal for the 'incentive to codify' as a
rationale for TK protection, a lingering question may be what the features of
knowledge codification should look like. The particular features of knowledge
codification will depend on the nature of institutions, communities and their
knowledge in the country or region that codification takes place. However,
there are core features that knowledge codification will have to take into
consideration in order to succeed in meeting the goals of knowledge
preservation and dissemination.
There are three fundamental features that TK codification attempts
should take into account. The first is the need for a standard system of
codification. Since TK is different from Western
'
knowledge and since it is for
the most part uncodified, there is a need to establish a framework for
organizing the knowledge being codified. Knowledge holder communities and
users are very diverse and use diverse standards. However, it is possible to set
up a system that could work as a bridge between the two seemingly distant
worlds.
The other fundamental feature is the need to set up a holistic system
of codification. Most TK is found situated in the cultural, spiritual and local
context of the knowledge holding community. 2 ' As a result, it may be
impractical to attempt to codify the knowledge through disintegrating it from
its environment. In fact, contextual codification of TK might have more value
as the context might be beneficial for users.
The third fundamental feature may be the need to set up a dynamic
system of codification. This is necessary because a particular TK might change
over time or might have different versions. As discussed in the previous
section, TK is based on the incremental and communal innovation of
knowledge holder communities.' 2 1 Additionally, there may be ambiguities
about the context of TK that could be clarified or used in conjunction. To
respond to these unique features of TK, codification attempts should be
dynamic.
To help in setting up a system of codification, the lessons from
national and supra-national experiences of TK codification are essential.
Current experiences are piecemeal attempts to codify TK and are dominantly
used in the defensive to invalidate non-innovative patent applications. These
:0 Carvalho, supra note 9 at 244.
' Ibid.
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current uses of TK databases and other initiatives to codify TK should be
looked at more closely in a program that seeks to build on the success and
failures of existing TK codification attempts through the lens of a proactive
protection system. Here, the national attempts in India,122 China, 23 South
Korea,"14 Venezuela"15 and South Africa"16 are worth noting. Each of these

attempts has unique features that are a result of the socio-economic and
political environment of the country. Since the Indian experience seems to be
the most advanced, it is worth discussing it in detail.
The Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) which codifies
Indian traditional medicinal knowledge is a good model to follow and
responds to the three fundamental features discussed above. It has a dynamic
feature in that the 35,000 formulations that it hosts are capable of being
updated periodically. 27 It has created the Traditional Knowledge Resource
Classification (TKRC)
an innovative system of categorizing and
documenting Indian traditional medicinal knowledge which is based on the
International Patent Classification (IPC). 28 The TKRC is a custom made
hierarchical system of classification for Indian traditional medicinal
knowledge. Similar to the IPC, it has five main hierarchies: Sections, classes,
subclasses, main groups and subgroups.12 Instead of one subgroup for
medicinal plants like the IPC, the TKRC has 30,000 sub-groups that make it
easier for patent examiners to access TK. For instance the symbol 'A 01 B
"' "Traditional Knowledge Digital Library", online: Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (India)
<www.tkdl.res. in/tkdVlangdefault/common/Home. asp? GL=Eng>.
113Yanling Sun, "Introduction to China TCM Patent Database" (Presentation delivered at the World
Intellectual Property Organization, 17 June 2002), online: WIPO
<www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/tk/en/resources/pdf/china.pdf>.
121Jeongyoon Choi, "Introduction of Korean Traditional Knowledge Portal (KTKP)" (Presentation for the
World Intellectual Property Organization, 2011), online: WIPO
<www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/tk/en/wipo tkdl del 11/wipo tkdl del 11 ref t9 4.pdf>.
121Stanford Zent & Eglee L Zent, "On Biocultural Diversity from a Venezuelan Perspective: Tracing the
Interrelationships Among Biodiversity, Culture Change and Legal Reform" in McManis, supra note 9, 91.
121Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), "Safeguarding the future of indigenous
knowledge through ICT: National Recordal System", online:
<www.csir.co.za/meraka/National Recordal System.html>. See also Catherine Saez, "South Africa To
Launch National Traditional Knowledge Recording System" (10 May 2013), online: Intellectual Property
Watch <www.ip-watch.org/2013/05/10/south-africa-to-launch-national-traditional-knowledge-recordingsystem/>.
127TKDL, supra note 37. See also V K Gupta, Presentation on Traditional Knowledge Digital Library at the Third
Session of the Inter-Governmental Committee, World Intellectual Property Organization (World Intellectual
Property Office, 2002) at 10, online:
<www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/tk/en/resources/pdf/indiatkdl.pdf>.
128TKDL, supra note 37.
129TraditionalKnowledge Resource Classification (World Intellectual Property Organization) at 11, online:
<www.oapi.wipo.net/edocs/mdocs/tk/en/wipo tkdl del 11/wipo tkdl del 11 ref t3 2.pdf>.
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1/21' refers to the preparation of pharmaceutical products based on milk: 'A'
refers to Ayurveda (one of the core groups of Indian traditional medicinal
knowledge; '01' refers to pharmaceutical preparation; 'B' refers to animal
based medicines; '1/21' refers to products based on milk.' However, the
TKDL is currently being used in the defensive to invalidate non-inventive
patent applications. The real potential of the database would be if it is used in
the positive sense in which users rely on the database for further research and
development in return for benefit sharing with knowledge originating
communities.
The use advocated for in this paper is in this positive sense because
that is where a significant welfare maximizing outcome could be realized.
National and international actors could use the TKDL and its innovative
TKRC system as a model to systematically document TK. The databases could
be different from one country to another, but they should at least contain
some information on knowledge content, what it is used for and how.
Initiatives should also look at the patent application process and what these
processes could offer for TK codification. The use of technological
developments is essential in making the codification accessible to users. This
includes making the knowledge searchable, providing online and offline
access and a function to translate content into other languages. One of the
valuable features of the TKDL is that is has been translated from Sanskrit to
six languages (English, French, Spanish, German, Japanese and Hindi) in
3
order to make the database accessible.' '
It should be noted that the proposed system of codification discussed
in the preceding sections would only be able to encourage the codification of
TK that knowledge holder communities are interested in disclosing and
commercializing. It will have less effect in encouraging the codification of TK
which does not have much commercial value or TK that communities prefer
to keep secret. This is not to say that TK should have readily available market
value, but that users should have a sense of the use of TK in the market.
Although it might be a generalization, it seems reasonable to think that the
legal recognition and protection of codified TK would play a role in
encouraging knowledge holders to document it. If a community has TK with
some commercial value and members are interested in commercializing it,
then a legal regime that provides some level of control on what happens to
the TK after it is disclosed to users would encourage knowledge
131Ibid at
131

47.
Gupta, supra note 127 at 10.
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documentation. Users who benefit from TK should also be interested in
sharing their benefits in exchange for access. It seems logical that some
knowledge holder communities would want to benefit from downstream
innovation that uses TK as an input. This hope for potential income would
play a key role in encouraging the documentation of knowledge that would
not be documented otherwise. Depending on the nature of the legal regime
established, the existence of such right would encourage knowledge holders to
codify more or less of their knowledge and disclose it.
a.

Limitations of knowledge codification

Undeniably, codifying TK has its limitations. There are several
reasons that critics of TK databases give for opposing codification. While
most of these reasons arise from practical concerns, others are based on
principle. Although a detailed analysis of all the limitations of codifications is
beyond the scope of this paper, mentioning some of them seems valuable.
A major criticism against knowledge codification may be that
codification may facilitate the exploitation of TK by outsiders; that the
proposed system may be yet another form of exploitation of indigenous
peoples and local communities. A related criticism may be that addressing the
loss of knowledge as a particular problem may result in the neglect of other
concerns that knowledge holder communities may have. As stated above, the
most efficient system of codification is one that establishes trust among
knowledge holders. A system that exploits knowledge holder communities
will not be sustained and will not be able to establish the trust needed for a
long term relationship between knowledge holders and users. Therefore the
legal protection of codified TK advocated for in this paper is one that
empowers knowledge holders and gives them the ability to decide how and
when their TK is used. Communities empowered through the proposed
system will in turn have an increased capacity to exercise self-determination
and to address other concerns the community may have.
A more philosophical and general criticism on the practice of
systematically organizing knowledge is the issue of 'legibility,' simplification
and loss of control or sovereignty. As James Scott has forcefully argued,
various attempts at simplifying unique local systems into formalized systems
in order to make them easily manageable have failed miserably.'32 In fact,
"' James C Scott, Seeing Like a State: Hou' Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1998) see generally and at 24.
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processes of formalization have at times had malicious intentions. As Audra
Simpson stated, past attempts at codifying indigenous cultures have been
oriented in ways such that the processes benefit colonizers.' 33 The politics of
official 'recognition and misrecognition' of cultures and the tragic outcomes
of such projects in the lives of communities and peoples they intend to
protect has been demonstrated.' 34 There is a risk that formal recognition and
simplification of TK might result in establishing an authoritative narrative
rather than an innocent project of systemic documentation.
These are legitimate concerns. Since most TK is oral in nature, the
process of knowledge codification would be expected to disrupt traditional
methods of managing TK in most communities. The transformation from the
predominately oral tradition to a codified tradition might result in the
codified knowledge as being the only authentic depiction. Such risk can
indeed result in tragic outcomes for TK holders. Therefore, those tasked with
the planning and execution of TK codification should be careful so as not to
unduly disrupt these complex local ecosystems. A carefully crafted TK
codification that involves knowledge holder communities as key players and
which establishes flexibilities that can better reflect the varying interpretations
and changes in TK may be able to satisfy the above criticism. Some features of
these flexibilities are seen in the dynamic systems of TK codification already
in practice. 35 TK codification attempts should be vigilant of the risk of
becoming 'instruments of authentication.' Alternative narratives should be
documented rather than discarded as unauthentic. Projects of TK
codification should ensure that the process is not meant to authenticate TK
but to document a version of a body of knowledge that could be lost. In fact,
Scott has noted that his criticism is not against all processes of simplification
and legibility; but against those processes of simplification and legibility that
do not take into account "local knowledge and know-how."'' 36 Simpson has
also specified that it is possible to document cultures in the right way and has
outlined the points that should be emphasized including the need to 'let
people speak for themselves' (self-definition) and a 'capacity for alternative

133Audra Simpson, Mohawk Interruptus: Political Life Across the Borders of Settler States (Durham and London:
Duke University Press, 2014) at 96-97.
131
Patchen Markell, Bound by Recognition (Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 2003);
Simpson, supra note 133.
135
The most sophisticated TK codification to date isthe TKDL. Although the TKDL does have
shortcomings in documenting Indian TK, it has flexibilities built into it that are reflective of the special
needs of Indian TK.See Gupta, supra note 127.
136
Scott, supra note 132 at 6.
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stories." 3 TK codification projects should ensure that the legitimate risks that
exist in the process of codification are avoided or mitigated to the extent
possible.
Other limitations that critics of TK codification identify include the
fact that it may result in the Westernization of TK;" 38 the complexities in
reconciling customary laws and practices with formal or modern legal
systems;' 31 the inability of codifying some features of TK; 40 and the
considerable amount of resources needed for the establishment and
sustenance of the database. 4' The legal protection proposed in this paper is a
voluntary mechanism to address at least some of the urgent need to save TK
from loss. By 'voluntary' what is meant is that TK holding communities
should have the power to choose not to take part in the system if they believe
it is destructive and/or will not meet their needs. Communities who prefer to
participate in the system should be able to do so while communities who
prefer to use existing systems, or set up a new system should be supported in
such endeavors.
It is important to note that TK holding communities may have their
own customary rules regarding the management of TK. Such rules may be
better to govern issues regarding the ownership and management of TK
within such communities. Therefore, such rules should be respected and
included in the system of protection. Respect for such rules will also
encourage knowledge holding communities to take part in the system.142
Some formal legal systems already function in a pluralistic setting while
including customary laws. Thus, the complexity in the legal rules to be
applied should not be a base to avoid setting up such system. Even if there are
strong arguments against codifying TK, rather than being reasons for rejecting
codification entirely, they call for care in the process of codification and
nuances in their regulation.

137Simpson,

supra note 133 at 96-97, 99.

131Oguamanam, supra note 13 at 151.
139See International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), ProtectingCommunity Rights Over
Traditional Knowledge Implications of Customary Laws and Practices: Key Findings and Recommendations 20052009 (International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), 2009) generally at 4, 15, 17, 19.
140Oguamanam, supra note 13.
141 Crucible II, supra note 52 at 100.
142International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED), supra note 139 at 4.
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CONCLUSION
This paper is a call for scholars to move from cultural conservationist
as a core rational for TK protection to knowledge codification. Because
cultures have always been diffusing with each other, attempting to keep them
as authentic as possible should not be a core objective. Instead of conserving
cultures, allowing them to be dynamic and promoting them by recognizing
their value should be the preferred route. The 'incentive to codify' argument
proposed in this paper allows for the recognition and promotion of cultures
while allowing them to be dynamic. It responds in the affirmative to the
question: is it economically efficient to protect TK?
The public good nature of knowledge has been established in the
economics literature. This feature has been used to justify government
intervention in various areas. Such reasoning seems to have played a great
role in justifying the granting of modern monopoly rights through intellectual
property laws. "hile 'modern' knowledge receives protection through patent
laws, TK is not covered under such protection. The incremental and
communal innovation that takes place in traditional settings is not protected
because it fails to meet the requirements of patent laws.
This paper attempts to make the case for a recognition and
protection of the incremental and communal innovation that takes place in
traditional settings. It argues that government intervention to encourage the
codification of TK will result in increased documentation and disclosure of
the knowledge. Following such logic, the paper proposes that the need to
encourage the codification and disclosure of TK is a strong utilitarian
rationale for TK protection.
As emphasized in this paper, a core and urgent problem related to
TK is that it faces an alarming rate of loss. A seemingly obvious solution to
such problem is to encourage knowledge holder communities to codify their
knowledge and disclose it to outsiders. However, codifying TK would mean
losing control over it; making it a more perfect public good i.e. increasing the
inappropriability problem.143 Additionally, codification and disclosure of TK
would require substantial investment. If TK is to be codified, knowledge
providers would require a system that guarantees a level of control over TK
after it is codified and a share of the profits that are made from such
codification. Thus, there seems to be a need for government intervention in
order to solve a potential under-supply of TK. Such intervention could be
43Drahos, supra note 11 at 54; see Posner supra note 11 at 66.
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justified on the grounds that there is a need to incentivize knowledge
codification and disclosure. This line of argument is proposed as a strong
economic efficiency argument for the protection of TK.
One of the most vocal critics of TK protection - Jim Chen - posited
"the harsh reality is that there is no economically justifiable reason for
protecting [TK] as property."'' 44 This assertion is challenged and the need for
'incentives to codify and disclose' TK is submitted as a strong economic
rationale for protecting it. The potential market failure for TK points to the
need for intervention. The paper has outlined this economic rationale for the
protection of TK.

4Chen, supra note 8 at 22.

